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Description

General workflow:
"User overview" shows the settings of the current user.
"Permissions" shows the access to the page/tree
Following bugs are identified:
Admin in "User overview" > all fields are green as this is an admin, no need to show matrix
Admin in "User overview" doesn't see the column "lock", no need to hide - especially if a normal user can see that
Changes an editor does in "User overview" via matrix are not persisted
Editor could change the editlock, even if no rights for this field.
Editor can't set an owner as the dynamic select box is not shown
Kind of no ajax request works for editors
If the adminlock is enabled for a page, nothing must be changeable through the module. tcemain prevents that later, gui
indicates otherwise

Possible solution
make the module for admins only, remove the overview
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #60423: Access-Module for Non-Admins

Rejected

2014-07-21

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #64416: ext:beuser permission module accessCheck ...

Closed

2015-01-22

Associated revisions
Revision 2e6f9ed8 - 2012-09-22 14:30 - Georg Ringer
[BUGFIX] Set permission module for admins only
The permission module makes only sense for admins.
At the same time the "Overview" is removed and only the
view "Permissions" is shown.
Change-Id: I1a4c970c6bbe3322145caa3cb7c2121622e60aa7
Resolves: #41229
Releases: 6.0
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/14903
Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn
Tested-by: Christian Kuhn
Revision aa1aac8c - 2015-01-22 09:39 - Christian Kuhn
[TASK] Clean up ext:beuser permission module access checks
The access module is restricted to admin users since core 6.0.
The patch removes left over code checks for non admin users.
Resolves: #64416
Related: #41229
Releases: master
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Change-Id: I6fddc2eb1ae8a720c3d157993621fe201bd692e7
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/36169
Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Mathias Schreiber <mathias.schreiber@wmdb.de>
Tested-by: Mathias Schreiber <mathias.schreiber@wmdb.de>

History
#1 - 2012-09-22 10:18 - Felix Kopp
The overview does not bring any benefit I support the idea to remove the overview.
Also the table in Permissions does not comply with backend layout table style. Table should be 100% wide and have white background color.
Easy fix: add class="typo3-dblist" to the Table tag definition. Plus: Do not center some labels.
#2 - 2012-09-22 10:45 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/14903
#3 - 2012-09-22 14:30 - Georg Ringer
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 2e6f9ed8f631de54724e38af33a3e0a446e19085.
#4 - 2018-10-02 12:16 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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